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Real AND nonsense words 
for decoding fluency!

Great resource for small 
group, whole group, and 

independent work!

480+ pages included!

the BUNDLE

Printable AND Digital 
version for each drill!



Phonics Skills Covered:

Students will:

short vowels

beginning and ending digraphs

beginning and ending blends

CVCe and long vowel teams

diphthongs

r-controlled vowels

build speed and automaticity when decoding

improve reading fluency

progress through each phonics skill

All phonics 
skills include 

mixed 
review!



TWO SETS

2 – student copies

preloaded in Google Slides™

1 – class set
for every single phonics skill



the BUNDLE
Class Set

phonics skill and 
real/nonsense 

label

stars (1-5) 
indicate 
level of 

difficulty

hole punch

2 sheets per 
page to save on 

ink and paper

real word version shown

nonsense word version shown

dashed line for 
even, easy 

cutting

words aligned 
with appropriate 

spacing



the BUNDLE
Student Copies

phonics skill and 
real/nonsense 

label

stars (1-5) 
indicate 
level of 

difficulty

staple here

record data for 
three repeated 

readings

real word version shown

nonsense word version shown

2 sheets per 
page; dashed 
line for easy 

cutting

words aligned 
with appropriate 

spacing



TWO FORMATS

2 - digital files

preloaded in Google Slides™

1 - printable pdfs
for every single phonics skill



short vowel edition

the BUNDLE
Levels of Difficulty

vc and cv

review + CVC

review + VCC
(double final consonants)

review + CVCC/CCVC
(digraphs)

review + 
CCVC/CVCC + CCVCC

(beginning/ending blends)

(as seen on bottom left corner; provided for every vowel + mixed practice)



digraph edition

(short vowel edition shown)

the BUNDLE
Levels of Difficulty

digraph

digraph + vowel

digraph + CV/VC

digraph + CCV/VCC 
(beginning/ending blends)

(as seen on bottom left corner; beginning and ending digraphs + mixed practice)



blends edition

(short vowel edition shown)

the BUNDLE
Levels of Difficulty

blend

blend + vowel

blend + VC

blend + vowel + blend or 
digraph

(as seen on bottom left corner; provided for beginning & ending blend + mixed practice)



long vowel edition

the BUNDLE
Levels of Difficulty

CVCe set: VCe
Vowel team set: consonant + vowel 

team 

CVCe: digraph + VCe
Vowel teams: digraph + vowel team

CVCe set: blend + VCe
Vowel team set: blend + vowel team

CVCe set: blend + V + blend or digraph + 
e

Vowel team set: blend/digraph + vowel 
team + blend/digraph 

(as seen on bottom left corner; provided for CVCe, Long Vowel Teams + mixed practice)

(short vowel edition shown)



dipthongs edition

the BUNDLE
Levels of Difficulty

(short vowel edition shown)

(as seen on bottom left corner; provided for diphthongs + mixed practice)

diphthong

consonant + diphthong + 
consonant

digraph + diphthong + 
consonant

blend + diphthong + 
consonant



r-controlled vowel edition

the BUNDLE
Levels of Difficulty

(short vowel edition shown)

(as seen on bottom left corner; provided for r-controlled vowel + mixed practice)

r-controlled vowel

consonant + r-controlled 
vowel + consonant

digraph + r-controlled 
vowel + consonant

blend/digraph + 
r-controlled vowel + 

consonant



TEACHERS ARE 
RAVING!



STOP the SEARCH for DECODING practice!

Real words + 
nonsense words + 
decoding + fluency 

for ALL phonics 
skills!

EVERYTHING you need!
489 

pages of 
real AND 
nonsense 

word 
decoding 
practice!



GET THE BUNDLE & 
SAVE $$$

Phonics Skill # of Pages

Short Vowels 125

Digraphs 59

Blends 84

Long Vowels 117

R-Controlled Vowels 52

Diphthongs 52

Bundle TOTALS 489 pages

SAVE $$$ with this BUNDLE



Frequently Asked 
Questions

Are the real word 
and nonsense words 
mixed together on 
one page?

They are separated so you can 
choose to focus on real word OR 
nonsense words.

Will you be adding 
more phonics skills? This bundle is currently complete. 

Do you have a PDF 
online version of 
these materials for 
online teachers?

YES!! These drills have been 
preloaded into Google slides for you! 
You can print or use them digitally!

I bought one of the 
individual packets, 
and now I want the 
bundle. Can I get a 
discount?

TpT does not allow sellers to process 
refunds. However, they will refund 
you if you buy both. After buying the 
bundle, email them and ask for the 
individual item to be refunded. 
support@teacherspayteachers.com


